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is stored in the EXE file * No
installation * Windows 2000, XP or
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download for free from the link at the
bottom of this page. Advanced Text
Encrypter Details: Advanced Text

Encrypter is a simple to use application
that enables you to encode/decode
pieces of text, thus ensuring their

safety. The software uses advanced
algorithms and a user-provided secret
key word/phrase in order to encrypt a
message, paragraph or piece of text.

The software can also decode
previously encrypted text. Secure your

private memos, messages, writing
Advanced Text Encrypter brings a

convenient and trustworthy method for
protecting the privacy of text messages.
The software does not allow you to set
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passwords for the files that contain the
information, instead to encrypt the data
itself. Thus, you may apply advanced
protection algorithms that convert the

words into character strings. The
process of encoding starts with a secret

key, which is a user-provided
word/character sequence. This is also

the key used to deciphering the text, in
the same application that encoded it.

The software uses an advanced
encryption system, based on a two-layer

encoding process. The first key is
embedded in the program's code, while

the second is the custom phrase
provided by the user, which is

automatically converted to SHA256
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hash before usage. These two elements
compose the final AES encryption

algorithm that the software applies to
the text. Reversing the encryption:

deciphering the codes Advanced Text
Encrypter can also decode the text you
previously encrypted, by applying the

process in reverse. You are required, of
course, to provide the secret key,

without which the process is invalid.
Simply paste in the character sequence,

enter the key and the software can
decode it for you. The information

regarding capitalized letters however is
not maintained. The software supports
pasting the text from clipboard, in both

cases: encryption or decryption. It
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cannot automatically save it to a text
file or import such a document in order

to extract the information from it.
Moreover, keyboard shortcuts for

selecting the entire encrypted text are
disabled. Reliable tool for encoding

messages Whether you wish to encode
messages, simple login credentials or
other pieces of text, Advanced Text

Encrypter

Advanced Text Encrypter Crack+ [32|64bit]

Secure the text in your computer with
Advanced Text Encrypter For Windows

10 Crack. It is an application that
provides advanced encryption for any
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piece of text, that you paste in. The
software can encrypt and decode text,

thus ensuring its safety and allowing the
manual maintenance of its contents.

Advanced Text Encrypter For Windows
10 Crack can also save the decoded text

and can use it in other text editors.
Features: - Security: Advanced Text

Encrypter Download With Full Crack
offers a very convenient solution for
the encryption of text messages. The

secret key phrase used for encoding is
user-defined, in order to keep a total
control of the data. Advanced Text
Encrypter Serial Key uses advanced
algorithms to protect your important
pieces of information. - Unrestricted
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free use: Advanced Text Encrypter
Crack Mac can be used in both the

encryption mode and the decryption
mode. You can decide whether to

protect your messages, and use it only
when needed, or make it a permanent
application for your PC. - Power of

encryption: Advanced Text Encrypter
uses advanced encryption algorithms. It
is impossible to decrypt the text without

the specific secret key. It protects all
the methods that enable you to encrypt
text, such as: RAR, ZIP, RAR, SPC, or

MSG formats, and even Microsoft
Word document. - Decode the
protected text: Advanced Text

Encrypter also offers a tool to decode
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the information saved in protected files.
The software is capable of restoring the

text to its original form, when it
previously existed in a text file. - User-

defined: Advanced Text Encrypter
offers the chance of using a custom

secret key phrase when working with
the software. This allows you to protect
the text in whichever way you want. -
Safe user experience: Advanced Text
Encrypter implements a simple and
intuitive user interface, without the

need of advanced knowledge. You only
need to paste the text you need to
protect. The software offers the

possibility to choose the
encoding/decoding method and to use
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the available keyboard shortcuts, thus
making the work easy and convenient. -

Simple & intuitive: Advanced Text
Encrypter is a simple application for
the encoding and decoding of text.

Advanced Text Encrypter User Guide :
Advanced Text Encrypter User Guide. -
To access the user guide, please double
click on the Advanced Text Encrypter

icon. - You will be prompted to
download/install the program, then

restart your computer. Disclaimer : This
trial version software trial (version 1.1)

is not authorized 09e8f5149f
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Advanced Text Encrypter

Easy to use utility for the advanced
encryption and decryption of text.
Advanced Text Encrypter can encrypt
and decrypt text, by using advanced
algorithms. The software encrypts your
data with a secret key, which you
provide in a simple dialog. It is very
easy to use, requires no additional
knowledge or technical skill. Once the
process has finished, you do not need to
decrypt the text on your PC. Advanced
Text Encrypter can be used for any text
you wish to secure. Enjoy the safety
and privacy! Advanced Text Encrypter
Important features: Ã¢â�¬Â�¨
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Supports cutting, copying and pasting
text from clipboard and text
filesÃ¢â�¬Â�¨ Supports 2 layers
encryptionÃ¢â�¬Â�¨ Allows you to
enable or disable system file
protectionÃ¢â�¬Â�¨
EncryptionÃ¢â�¬Â�¨
DecryptionÃ¢â�¬Â�¨ Re-
encryptionÃ¢â�¬Â�¨ Invisibility of the
softwareÃ¢â�¬Â�¨ Speeds up the
encryption process by not saving the
encrypted textÃ¢â�¬Â�¨ No system
file permissions are required to use the
softwareÃ¢â�¬Â�¨ Works in offline
modeÃ¢â�¬Â�¨ Works on all
Windows operating systems (Windows
Vista and higher)Ã¢â�¬Â�¨ Supports
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password-protected files Keywords:
Advanced Text Encrypter Advanced
Text Encrypter Advanced Text
Encrypter Advanced Text Encrypter
Advanced Text Encrypter Advanced
Text Encrypter Advanced Text
Encrypter Advanced Text Encrypter
Advanced Text Encrypter Advanced
Text Encrypter Advanced Text
Encrypter Advanced Text Encrypter
Advanced Text Encrypter Advanced
Text Encrypter Advanced Text
Encrypter Advanced Text Encrypter
Advanced Text Encrypter Advanced
Text Encrypter Advanced Text
Encrypter Advanced Text Encrypter
Advanced Text Encrypter Advanced
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Text Encrypter Advanced Text
Encrypter Advanced Text Encrypter
Advanced Text Encrypter Advanced
Text Encrypter Advanced Text
Encrypter Advanced Text Encrypter
Advanced Text Encrypter Advanced
Text Encry

What's New in the?

Advanced Text Encrypter is a software
that allows you to protect a piece of text
from unauthorized access. The
application does not provide a password
for the file where the information is
stored, instead it encrypts the text. In
order to decode the message, you have
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to provide a secret key or phrase and
the software will generate a new file
with the decrypted message. The
software also supports pasting text from
the clipboard. Advanced Text
Encrypter Requirements: Advanced
Text Encrypter is available for
download on the official website. The
program is free to use, does not require
registration and supports both 32-bit
and 64-bit Windows operating systems.
A brief list of the program's system
requirements includes: * Windows
7/8/10 * 1.0 GHz processor * 4 GB
RAM * 110 MB disk space Advanced
Text Encrypter will not work with
memory cards used to store texts,
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passwords or other sensitive data, so it
should be kept offline. You can
improve the program's performance by
deactivating active Internet
connections. Advanced Text Encrypter
Usage: Once installed and launched,
Advanced Text Encrypter will not
remain idle, as it will process the text
you paste into it. The software will
generate an input box where you are
required to type the text that you wish
to encrypt or decrypt. When you fill out
the box, pressing the OK button will
start the process. Once the task is
completed, the software will display the
decrypted information on your screen.
You can simply exit the application by
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pressing the X button. Any changes
made to the text will be lost and it will
not be possible to decode the encrypted
text. Advanced Text Encrypter can also
automatically save the information to a
file, so you do not have to press an
additional button for that. Moreover,
Advanced Text Encrypter allows you to
protect multiple files at the same time.
The software is currently supported on
Windows 7, Windows 8 and Windows
10. Advanced Text Encrypter Features:
Advanced Text Encrypter provides a
convenient way to protect your personal
messages or small bits of text, which
you wish to keep confidential. The
software also works on documents for
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mobile devices, as long as you have the
Microsoft Office pre-installed. The
software will automatically perform the
encryption and decrypting task, so you
do not have to rely on your own skills.
Simply paste the text you wish to
encode and the software will continue
on its own. The program does not allow
you to change the file format
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System Requirements:

Windows XP (SP2 or later), Vista, 7, 8
and 10 are supported. Mac OS X 10.10
or later is not supported. Minimum
hardware specs: 4 Gb RAM, Core 2
Duo or equivalent 300 Gb hard disk
space 1024 x 768 display resolution
DVD-ROM drive DirectX 8.0 or higher
compatible video card with at least 32
Mb RAM (GeForce FX 8500+) System
Requirements: Windows XP (SP2 or
later), Vista, 7, 8 and
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